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Is the "Twilight" series of books age-appropriate for your adolescent or young teen? The book series by Stephenie Meyer and the movie adaptations have been wildly popular with that audience age. While some parents, teachers, and librarians suggest those ages are appropriate, others insist the books
are not age-appropriate at all for younger teens and tweens. Content concerns that parents have about "Twilight" include: Obsessive love. One parent said, "It glorifies a kind of romantic love that is not only unrealistic but sets the stage for abuse."Unrealistic expectations. Edward is an idealized character
and yet is "fighting his inner demons." This makes him very appealing but may not be what a parent hopes her child will look for in a romantic partner.Adult topics, including sex in "Breaking Dawn."Violent content.Woman-in-peril themes. The girl protagonist needing to be rescued by a man.Supernatural
content, which may be objectionable to parents for religious reasons or science-based reasons.Unhealthy reactions. Some children become obsessed with books and movies. One parent said, "Literarily speaking, reading the 'Twilight' series is like eating a marshmallow. It is fluffy and sweet and addictive,
hardly nutritious and, in excess, bad for you." The main character, Bella Swan, is 17 in "Twilight." One mother said her rule of thumb is that a book is most appropriate for a child or teen who is no more than three years younger than the main character. In this case, that would be age 14. The movie
adaptations came out with PG-13 ratings, suggesting that the content was best for teens age 13 and up, and parental guidance may be needed. "Twilight," "New Moon," and "Eclipse" contain some disturbing images, sexuality, and violent content. The "Breaking Dawn" movies that are fourth and fifth in the
series struggled to get a PG-13 rating rather than an R rating, which would deny entry to anyone under age 17. This reflects the violence and sexual content of the books themselves. Many parents found fewer concerns in the first three books, but "Breaking Dawn" had more adult content. One parent said,
"The fourth book is a glorious celebration of sex and pregnancy." Twilight Series Book Review By Lindsay Ferrier of Suburban Turmoil I have to admit, I love Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight series. Oh, it won’t be win a Nobel Prize or anything, but it’s about the only series of books written for young adults that
moms can stomach, too. The series follows teenager Bella Swan as she meets and falls in love with a vampire. Throughout Twilight’s four (sometimes excruciatingly) long novels, our heroine learns more about the unseen vampire world in our midst, embarks on several thrilling adventures, falls in love
more than once, and narrowly escapes death on a number of occasions. If your daughters are anything like mine, they won’t be able to put the books down. And if you’re anything like me, you won’t be able to put them down, either. I am especially impressed with the Twilight series because Meyer
managed to appeal to teens without including excessive references to drugs, alcohol and partying. Premarital sex comes up, as would be expected in a teen romance series, but it is dealt with in a sensitive, thoughtful manner and, surprisingly, much attention is paid to the idea of waiting until marriage.
Actions in this series have consequences, much like in real life, and your teens will find themselves thinking about those consequences while reading these books, without even realizing they’re doing so. I’ve had a wonderful time reading this series and discussing it with my teenage stepdaughters.
Sometimes the dialogue and plotlines drive us crazy, but even that makes for good conversation. We’ve talked about what has happened and we’ve talked about what we’ve wanted to happen. We’ve gossiped about the celebrities starring in the film version of Twilight, we’re planning on seeing the movie
together, and we’ve listened to the soundtrack together. In short, the Twilight series makes for some great bonding time with your girls. I would recommend this series for girls ages 13 and up, simply because the themes of love, physical involvement, and violence are more suitable for teens than for
tweens. If your daughter is younger than 13, read the series for yourself first, then decide whether she’s ready. TwitterFacebookPin ItEmail Article It feels somehow both quaint and pathologically up to date for my wife and I to be devoting any serious thought at all to the question of whether to allow our 12-
year-old daughter to read Stephenie Meyer’s “Twilight” books.This is the kind of problem that makes parents of my generation feel ancient and overprotective. My wife and I grew up in very different communities, but both of us had the same experience as young readers: Kids read whatever they wanted to
read, and their parents had barely an inkling of what they were up to. I went to libraries and used bookstores on my own from an early age, chose what I wanted, and didn't bother to tell my parents about it. They could see, just by scanning the lurid covers of the books I left all over the house, that much of
what I read was pulp fiction featuring swordplay and gore, but I appeared to be reading a lot and I was doing all right in school, so they were satisfied. They could perhaps be roused to an opinion about an R-rated movie, but it apparently never occurred to them that it could be their job as parents to decide
whether what I was reading was appropriate.I don't remember the word "appropriate" coming up at all when I was a kid. Now it pervades our culture. In fact, my kids are the ones who bring it up, making me feel my own laxness. They see a trailer for a movie and they immediately turn to me and say, "Can
we see that? Is it appropriate?" My instinctive — unspoken — reaction is, "Get on the T sometime and go downtown and see it and then come back and let me know." Then the 21st-century parental training kicks in and I start formulating an opinion about the movie's appropriateness — an opinion I don't
really want to hold, let alone enforce as official family policy.In such moments I can feel the social and cultural norms of the age operating on me. Just as it's increasingly common for parents to want to know exactly where their kids are at all times — it's increasingly rare for kids to walk out the door and
disappear all day on their own, returning only for meals, as I did — it's also increasingly common that parents want to know everything about what their kids are reading, watching, listening to, and otherwise consuming.And so, the "Twilight" problem. Our daughter very much wants to read these books, but
my wife questions the suitability of their heavy-breathing atmosphere, I'm impatient with the catatonically morose heroine who requires a boyfriend's guidance to tie her shoes, and we're both put off by the books' air of having been written by young-adult-bestseller-generating software.Even so, two strong
arguments in favor of giving our daughter the green light will probably prevail. First, readerly enthusiasm is a good thing in its own right, and should be encouraged. Second, and this is the one that convinces me, the best antidote to whatever we don't like about these books is not to forbid her from reading
them but to encourage her to read a lot of books of all kinds. The diversity of content and quality she encounters as an eclectic reader will put any one book in perspective.There are other aguments I'm unmoved by. One I hear a lot is that there's nothing in these books that kids aren't already seeing ten
times over online, on TV, and in the movies — a good reason, in my view, to continue restricting screen time. And then there's my daughter's assertion that every other female human being on earth her age has already read the "Twilight" books. In response to that one, 21st-century parents can avail
themselves of two traditional answers that are timeless in their cogency: "But I'm not in charge of every other girl on earth," and "If every other girl on earth was jumping off a cliff. . . .''Carlo Rotella is director of American studies at Boston College. His latest book is "Playing in Time: Essays, Profiles, and
Other True Stories.'' It really depends not on your age, but your maturity level. Twilight, although a popular book, is not a "good" book. This doesn't mean its not enjoyable to read, its just that its not written very well in regards to characters, plot and even grammar and spelling on occasion. So if you are at
an impressionable age, you may (like the rest of the young adult world) begin to believe that because Twilight is so popular, it must be a really good book. You then may pick up a lot of bad writing habits, whereas reading classics and more well written works will help you to improve. Also, it may give you
false hope on the wrong image of "the perfect man", as Edward is extremely unrealistic and dysfunctional. Bella is also a horrible example of how teenage girls should act (e.g. she depends entirely on a boy and all she wants is to sleep with him because after about five minutes she's irrevocably in
love).They are only a few reasons, without considering the sexual intentions and implications of the book. Honestly though, if you can be aware of all of these reasons while reading the book,a nd you are bale to accept that its just a fantasy, then you should of course go and read. No doubt that you know
tones of people who have, and you shouldn't miss out. Just keep in mind what I said, and enjoy (or hate) reading it. Its one of the most popular fads of this generation - you may as well get into it just to see what its about.Happy reading :) +100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today.Terms‧
Privacy‧AdChoices‧RSS‧HelpAbout Answers‧Community Guidelines‧Leaderboard‧Knowledge Partners‧Points & LevelsSend Feedback‧ A book’s total score is based on multiple factors, including the number of people who have voted for it and how highly those voters ranked the book. You
must have a goodreads account to vote. To vote on existing books from the list, beside each book there is a link vote for this book clicking it will add that book to your votes. To vote on books not in the list or books you couldn't find in the list, you can click on the tab add books to this list and then choose
from your books, or simply search.
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